Not too many DJs on the West Coast can claim originality in their DJ style. While
the average DJ turns tables, DJ Busy B “turns heads”. Almost a second decade into
his career and emerging as Northern California’s newest “King of Clubs”, he is the
most sought after DJ amongst promoters and nightclub owners alike and headlines
more than 100 shows a year.

DJ BUSY B

He is fortunate to say that he has been booked for 20 shows in one month. DJ Busy
B has rocked exclusive events for celebrities including, Britney Spears, Hilary Duff,
Calvin Klein, Vera Wang, Colby O’Donis, and Pitbull.
He has also been given a spotlight to showcase his DJ talent for well known
companies: Macy’s, Old Navy, Walmart, Puma, Anchor Blue, and Bebe to name a few.
DJ Busy B was brought to the attention of Johnny “JB” Bennett whilst he was
touring through the USA and now the rest is music History. JB spotted him and
realised that DJ Central and his music were a perfect fit.
Impressively, DJ Busy B has bridged the gap between raw talented street DJ and
the overrated radio station DJ in notoriety. At the age of 22, the central coast’s
#1 radio station 102.5 KDON invited him to play live on radio airwaves as a KDON
quick mixer.
Because of his drive and determination, DJ Busy B has successfully made a mark in
his territory by a “word of mouth buzz”. He exposes an audience to his attractive
stage presence, technical ingenuity and diverse music selection.
DJ Busy B never fails to create an electrifying rush of energy onto every dance floor
he controls. Additionally, he incorporates a humble passion for music with a keen
business mindset that will surely impact in any reputable venue performance. The
DJ Busy B brand is the epitome of an original polished DJ performer.
Today, he is a resident DJ at the world famous Harry Denton’s Starlight Room,
located on the 21st floor of the Sir Francis Drake Hotel in the heart of Union Square,
San Francisco, CA. DJ Busy B has consistently help generate bar sales close to
$40,000 in one night, quite the norm for this San Francisco DJ Phenomenon.
Lastly, he is forever thankful to all his fans and supporters who have contributed to
his success in the industry. Not only is DJ Busy B a great DJ to ever grace the decks
of his generation but on his way to becoming a legend of tomorrow.
DJ Busy B is a DJ CENTRAL Records artist and is now out now on DJ CENTRAL for
the world. For more information, go to www.djbusyb.com or search “DJ Busy B”
on Google.
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